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FM CTU ONE ONE FIVE PT FOUR PT FOUR
TO ZEN/CTG One One Five P Four
INFO RHNCOD/CCTF One One Five
RUNUGKO/COMNAVFORV
ZEN/CTU One One Five Pt Four Pt Seven
BT
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SEA LORDS MISSION 252
MARKET TIME SPOT REPORT 21/1/CTU 115.4.4/1

1. (C) CTU 115.4.4
2. (C) VQ 8165/VQ 968628
3. (C) 202335/31046N
4. (C) POF 01/POF 44

5. (U) ABOVE UNIT PULLROLLED RIVER AT ABOVE POSIT. AT
VQ 966625. SIGNAD 39 FOOT SAMAN ON NORTH SIDE OF RIVER
6. (C) PCF 44 TOOK SAMAN UNDER FIRE RETURNED TO CAPTURE
1 WOMAN AND SMALL CHILD. 1 ENEMY KIA. CAPTURED 1 BLANKET
1 US TYPE NEW PLASHTORTS, MEDICAL SUPPLIES OF GAUZE,
2 LONGSHAFT MOTORS DESTROYED 1 SAMAN, 5000 POUNDS OF
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FISH, RICE, FOOD AND PERSONAL BELONGINGS. BELIEVE 4 OCCUPANTS
FLED TO BEACH OR POSSIBLE KIA. PCF 21 SIGHTED SIGNAL LIVITS
IN AREA.

EXPENDED 200 RDS 50 CAL WILL TURN CIA OVER TO USA SONG ONG
DOG IN MORNING. OPENING FIRE 30 YDS, CLOSED FIRE 30 YDS.
7. (U) NEG FRIENDLY CASUALTIES, 1 ENEMY KIA (ESTIMATED) 2 ENEMY CIA
8. (U) FINAL
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